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PERSPECTIVES OF ULTRACOLD AND CRYSTALLINE ION BEAMS COOLED BY ELECTRONS 
I. Hofmann, J. Struckmeier and S. Cocher 

GSI Darmstadt , P.O. Box 110552, 6100 Darmstadt, Germany 

For storage rings employing electron cooling there iS 
increasing interest in ultracold or even crystalline 
beams, for which the mutual :oulomb repulsion between 
neighbouring ions plays d dominant role. We present 
theoretical results for the maximum cooling rates and 
the interplay of cooling with various heating mecha- 
nisms, like intrabeam scattering and collective in- 
stabilities, londiticns, under which Illt,racold or even 
“crystalline” beams can be expected, and Scme COllSe- 
quences on the Schot,tky signals are d:SCuSSCd. 

Introduction 

It has been shown both experimentally and theoreti- 
cally that electron cooling becomes the better the 
colder the ion beam is’*‘. It is therefore of interest 
to inquire in the ultimate phase space densities that 
can be achieved with electron cooling. We ignore the 
problems occuring during the initial stage of cooling, 
where the cooling rate is small, and discuss limita- 
tions that are expected for an equilibrium situation 
with the mnxinum thcoretlcal cooling rnt.6’. 
A major limitation is intrabeam scattering, whereas 
the longitudinal microwave instability can be damped, 
ii’ the intensity remains below a certajn limit. Re- 
s.ilts from the Novosibirsk NAP st.orage ring* have 
suggested that for very low intensity an “ultra-cold” 
beam exists, where intrabeam scattering is suppressed 
and ordering effects among individual prctons play a 
significant role. It has been speculated that under 
such extreme conditions the electron cooled ion beam 
might, undergoe even a phase transition to a crystal- 
line sta’,e5 16 , similar to the recently published laser 

oooled ions in Pa’Jl traps7*8. Ordering effects in the 
beam are conveniently described by t.he coupling para- 
meter r, which gives the rat,io of the Coulomb energy 
between neighb,ocring ions (at. distance a) t.o the aver- 
age thermal energy 

ez Z2/a r= - 
kT (1) 

For ordering effects to become noticeable one requires 
r 2, 1, whereas crystallization is expected for f = 
150. Under normal cor.ditions in a storage ring f is of 
the order of 10er or below, mainly due to the relati- 
vely large thermal motion (i.e. &p/p and enittance). 
The advantage of high-2 heavy ions for achieving large 
f seems obvious from Equ.il )‘. It is, however, neces- 
sary to examine inwe carefully the increase of a with 
Z and the heating effect of high-2 on the cooling 
elect.rons, which in turn has an effect on the minimum 
ion temperature. 
We apply our results to the fol1ouir.g reference case: 
“92+ at an energy of 5C MeV/u and storage ring para- 
meters comparable with the ESR (2 Rn = 10’m; Q = 2.3). 

Electron Cooling Rates for Advanced Cooling Stage 

Fast cooling’ benefits from the fact that the very 
low parallel (to the magnetic field) temperature of 
the electron beam kTlle determ.:nes the cooling rate 
rather than the relatively high transverse temperature 

If one assumes a strictly flattened electron 
!k?r’ibution (k-f,, e = 0) the cooling rate increases 
with decreasing ion temperature. For a proper calcu- 
lation of the cooling rate in an advanced stage of 
cooling it is then necessary to take into account that 
the velocity spread of the ions can be much smaller 
than that of the cooling electrons parallel to the 
magnetic field. This “slow ion” limit is the slubject, 

of the present study. It requires an extension of the 
plasma dielectric approach to the cooling force’ by 
assuming a realistic non-zero parallel electron ten- 
perature kT,, e. This “slow ion” limit Is given by 
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with B(m) the machine B-function at the cooler. 30th 
the transverse and parallel cooling times have been 
fo,und to saturate at values, which are approximately 
described by the expression’0 

T -3 ,312 
II 9 .L 

cc 3 ikTile/10 eV, (neilvcm-31-1 Y2p./ZZ (4) 
[msec] 

where n js tne electron density, and t,he cooler 
length h& beer. assumed tc fill 2 $ of the rir.g cir- 
cumference. Ir. order t.o eval,Jate 7 we need t.o know 
KT ,I t.* A typical design goa1 is kT,,c = lo-* eV; fo: 

“e -= lORem-’ and large Z this lends to an incon- 
sistency in the correlations between ions and cooling 
electrons. In Ref. 10 it, has been suggested to adopt, 
an effective ltTll e in the presence of an ion beam, 
which is given by 

kTli e 2 Z2’3 lo-r(ne/106 cm-“)“3 (5) 

The physics behind Equ.(5) is that t,he collective 
binding energy of the Debye-screeni ng cloud’ ’ is 
therma1.i sed as an effective temperature, For protons 
and ne = 108cm-3 this yields just the design kTlle, 
whereas for Ug2+ t.here is <an effective increase t.0 

2.10-3 2v. There results a co31 i ng time of 
T II J. = 0.3 msec (Y = l), if 6vi/6vile = 0.5. For the 
L, s,z+ reference case this is equivalent to Ap/p = ‘O-’ 
and E = 10m6 m-rad. For still slower ior.s we ignore 
the weak gradient and take 0.3 msec as cooling time 
limit. A particular feature of the “slow ion” limit is 
that the transverse cooling rate is as fast as the 
longitudinal and practically independent of the orien- 
tation of 5~~ with respect to tie magnetic field (con- 
trary to fast ions, where also transverse 
ftantifriction” occurs for certain directions), 
Combining the Z-dependence in Equ.(5) with 5qo.(4:l we 
find the following (wesk) scaling of the cooling tims: 

T 
I,‘I= 

0.23 AiZ [msec] (6) 

rather than - A/Z’, if Equ.(b) is ignored. 

Intrabeam Scattering Limit to Cooling 

We are interested in the eqcilibriun distribution as a 
result of cooling and various heating effects. The 
most obvious sources of heating are intrabeam-scat- 
terir.g and t,he longitudinal microwave inst.ability “. 
With decreasing Ap/p the Keil-Schnell-limit is reached 
only, if the transverse emittance E is not too small, 
otherwise the longitudinal heating by intra-bean-scat- 
tering stops the cooling, We assl.ime that 5 ar.d Lpip 
are small enough in order to apply tne “slow 
ion” limiting expression for the cooling time SC- 
cording to Equ.(‘l>. For each value of All/p, E ‘we can 
calculate N by keeping in mind t?at TIN,. - N-’ and L 2 
requesting ~~~~ 2 ~~~~~~~~ for all directions. 
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Results for the ESR lattice and the U9’+ reference 
case are s!roun in Fig. 1, which indicates that an 
emittance Exceeding 10 -‘m-rid allow? to go below the 
Keil-Schnell-limit. The latter has been calculated for 
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Fig. 1 : “Slow i or.” region with maximium cooling rat,e 
zalanced aga;rJzt intrabeam scattering rate. 

rf Gaussian morrent,llm di?trib.ltion, which has R much 
mori: favocrable staxjlit,y liTit, than a pdrabolic 3ne. 
we note, however, that. t.he longitudinal microwave 
inst.aSjlj ty is not, of real. concern, if we consider the 
?oc::jii)ility of d::mping it, by trle friction effect. of 
Lha ccoling force. One> flcds that, a cooling rate of 
,.aipprc’,:i lr:it.+‘l y d 0 I.1 t 1 c 1. II+> 7 1 c , ’ 0 ‘d L1 v c gr’owt h I-~I t,, 1 i 5 
suf f i ci :3nt for this frjctional stabilization”. Wtz 
-w?I+,P t,‘lc nnlcrow:ivc growt.k rat.6: in the cnr.veni?nt, form 

-1 -1 I, Re:: 112 

TTY = ro Im’ 

with TV> thr: reiolution t,ime, n the harmonic 2nd Ntri 
the thresti~~l~~ i ntfnsi ty wi t,:mr:t cooling . W i t h ‘hi? 
cooling rate 

-1 -1 
Ill ‘, 2 lnl (8) 

‘d i: can re.idily calculate, up tc which N there is 
3 t. ii 3 i 1 : t :i . i:,sumi ng (f,zr 50 MeII/u) YeZ/n = 10 R, 
ImZ/n = 3 ;i. ;irld t.h,it tnr maximiim grouth rate occ.Irs 
at, ” = 1 ‘:!I (cut:-off IIlOdf2 number ) we C31Cl.ll ate 
(Ap/p):N+h’i2 from the Keil-Schnell criterion. We thus 
obtajn, f‘ron 1:q1-:.(7) an3 (3) and T = 0.3 ms:<c, t;73t. 
frictional st.at:lization occurs for 

N 5 10 ’ 2 (9) 

covering all intensit.ies of practical interest. We 
expect that, ths much slower transverse resistive in- 
stability IS Ilkewise frictionally damped, hence we 
on1 y dt‘al wl t ii the limit posed by i ntrabeam scat- 
tering. 

Ultracold “Linear Chain” Beam 

F:xp.,rirnents dt the Novosibirsk NAP ring have suggest.ed 
that ini rr~:~fi’ji? :;o,lt tc.;rjng is sllppreqs.4, if the nunher 
of c:art,i cles : n the bedm is low cnoiugh. 
A c-:timl intensity can he cefine3 1)) reque:;:ing that 
in the abscncc of t hsrmal. mot ion th* ions lie on the 
62L,!l I i hri ,:m 0” tl i t wi t:1 regcl il’ .sl:,lci ng’ (“line(jr 
chain” j. This strj otly i ine,3r arrangement is stable 
only, If thct i:~~i::orn!) r~zp-llsi 011 for a small 1 ater<il 
ci sr: ;if:tme7t, i :; comper.sated by 1 hc lattice restoring 
f,,r -I’ . ‘I‘lli i :!t,f i :i?ss n mi :-Ii rri~ql i i.jn sp;ici nc 

1, .: I.,\, r: [ (J):7H7rp)/ ({~p,~.f~Q~-)‘]“~ ( 1 II : 

'2 1 t Pt I- 
P t h+-’ classi .-al :>rot :?n rad!ls, R the ma:hine 

‘-<a ;. i u.i An’! Q;, the rr-ichinp tnn-? (in the absence of 

space charge). For our reference case thl s yi (3169 

Lo = 35 urn, or 

N 5 No = 3 x *‘.-:’ :11 :I 

as total number of particles. In such a linear chain 
ions no longer pass each other, and intrabeam scat- 
tering has r.o meaning. A condition for this to exist, 
is that the thermal energy of ions is much lower than 
the mutual Coulomb repulsion, i.e. f >> 1. With t.he 
ion parallel temperature given by 

kTlii = Eo [F] A (!$* [ eV] 

and the ,cocpling parameter expressed in the form 

22/A 1 
r ’ 3 kT(eV) ’ a(um) 

where a is the ion spacing, we readily find for our 
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Fig. 2: Critical numbtir of particles No at. transi t,io9 
from “1 inear chain” to “crystalline!’ regime 
indicat,ing different, coupling paramet,ers. 

reference case and a = Lo that r > 1 is equivalent to 
kT,,i 2 l/3 eV, or Ap/p < 5*10V6 (see Fig.2). The pa- 
rallel equilibria? temperature of the ions with the 
cocling electrons has been calculated by means of the 
Fokker-Planck equation in the limit of weak coupllngg: 

T,ii = 
\1/2 

54 (Tie T.Le’ (111) 

We adopt this formula for further estimates also ir: 
the strong coupling case, since we are r.ot aware of a 
consistent theory applicable to it. 
Employing Equ. (5) and kT I e = 0.1 eV we find 
kTlii = 10 -’ eV and : = 30. Using the Z’/A dependence 
of Tqu.‘s (5), (10) and (13) we obtain (for the same 
kinetic er.ergy) 

i- _ Z,/A2i3 (15) 

This ir.di cates only a 2.5 tines larger r for Uq2+ 
as compared with protons. 

vje note that. ignoring Ec,u.(5) and using kT,,. = 13-* 
eV would raise the r to 135 for our reference case. 

Crystalline Beams 

Ry sddin.2 particlss above t,he limit, No of Equ. (9)) t.he 
linear chain must break up into a helical arrange- 
ment6, A further inereass of N saturates the particles 
on a cylindrical shell, until a new helix is made ?~p 
on axis, etc. Computer simulation has shown that such 
a regular structure occurs for r > 150. 
The average distance between neighbouring ions follows 
from balancing the externally applied focusing force 
against t,he defocusing force of a uniformly filled 
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cylinder . In this cold-beam limit there are no beta- 
tron oscillations, hence the machine tune Qo is de- 
pressed t: nearly zero due to space charge. This force 
balance leads tc: an average density ni of ions, vhich 
we convert into, an average distar.cc a by using 

“I = (4/3 a+)-‘. 
shous that a = 

(,,~yesy~~;, “at;* “;:” $ih ‘;;g;; 

a = 25 i-m and n = 1.5 10’ cm-’ for our reference case. 
Adopting kT i = lo-’ eV as ir. t.he previous section, we 
find a coupling parsmet,er of r = 50, which is only a 
factor of 3 below the value, at which crystallization 
is expected theoretically to occur. 
These esLjrcates clearly shaw that the !if?ating of elez- 
trons by ions depresses quite sensitively the f in the 
equilibriua case. Taking the initial CT,,, = lo-” eV, 
we would obtain r e 220 instead, hence .? consister!t 
theory of the equilibrium temperature at large r in 
the presence of a magnetic f iel:l is quite necessary. 

Lattice Considerations 
Assuming that the cooling leed:j to r >> 1, which 
requires that Q-0, tke next, question is to investi- 
gate the stability of such an ordered beam with re- 
spect to the storage ring focusing lattice. We have 
fo.ind that. the (zero space charge) phase advance 0o 
per super-period of the lattice should not be too 
large, if a matched solution is to exist. We have not 
succeeded to find matched envelope snlctions, if s 
(including space charge) was to cross the stop-bandr- 
at rr.ultiple:? of l&l0 dcring t,hc’ transition Q+O. This 
means that crossing of Q = 3 rs?. 2 rsp. 1 and 2 in a 
lattice with 6 rsp. 4 rsp. 2 super-periods could not 
occur. 
We have then performed computer simulations with bi- 
nary Coi.llomn-forces between pairs of i:,ns (moleculat~ 
dynamics calculations) to check on the stabi1it.y. In 
Fig.3 we show the result for a fictitious AC lattice 
with (2, = 1 and 6 super-periods neglecting bending 
magnets. The number of particles was adjusted in such 
a way as to obtain one cylindrical layer around d 
helical structure on axis with I’ = 120 at start. There 
is a modest heating of tke order of 10 $ pSr revol~l- 
tior:. In a weak facUsing l?t.tice this hfx-iting 1:' ~I"~IC- 

~~,~i :r~: 

X 

Fig. 3: Computer simulation of crystalline structure 
ai start, (left j and after 10 revolctions 
(right) with no = 600 AG focusing (scale j n 
cm ) . 

tizally absent14. 
A completely different, picture arose for i;, = 2.5, 
i .e. 
f;ctoraotJy 

= 1500. There was a large emitstance growth 
over two orders of magni t’jde for IO revolu- 

t.ions. Our interpretati3n of this strong coherent 
heating effecz is th? envelope instability, which has 
been studied extensively in ccnnectisn wi th high-cur- 
rent beam transport “. C31ClJ1RtiOn Of XV-envelopes for 
this case indeed indicates strong instability f’or 
1.125 > Q > 0, except for a small stable gap around 
Q = 0.6. Hence, in such a syst.em a beam wi t,h Y com- 
parable with cr larger than unity cannot. exist.. The 
envelope in:t;bilit,y disappears, if co is below 90’. 

Schottky Signal 
We have calculated the Szhott<y signal spectrunl for 
fixed h’ and bp/p dccreasine towards th? microwave 
instability threshold of a Gaussian momentum distri- 
bution. Near the thrsshold the signal. power is cnncen- 
trated in two sharp peaks at the fast, und slow plasma 
wave freqUencj es, with decreasing total power per 
Schottky band. Further studies are necessary to ex- 
ploit, how this suppressed signal car, be used to dia- 
gnose the momentum distribution. 

Fig. 4: %hott.ky spectrum of GauL;;i an distribiitlon 
with increasing hpl?: (1 ) near microwave stabi- 
lity threshcld (hp~‘p)~~, (2) Jl’tiKeC, (3) d’8 
times and (4) /%I time4 threshold. 

We have determined cooled beam equilibria :ri the “slow 
ior.” resion, for which maximum cooling rates have been 
gj yen. For Ug2+ and 50 MeV/u, as an example, one ob- 
tains 5.1UA particles wi \,!I r, ;I i p = 3.1()-s .i,-I ,: 
E = 10-6m-rad. 
Orcered (ultra coldj beans have beer: found consistent 
with theoretical cooling limits for valces of r ,?f the 
srder of lo’, ,with details depenoing on the heating of 
e;ectrur.s. E’vr N > j*lt)” ;i 1 j “ljne,?r chain” ::~rdt?t‘irig 
is expected to cnange into 33 crystalline orderj ng. 
‘This is, however, stable only IT, rings with sjffi- 
ci entl y many super‘pe?lr!ds. Beridi:lg et’focts r,i~~uirp 
separate study for ths 3d crystalline case. 
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